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Large caps 
are starting
to partner 
with studios

More focused on incremental improvements
Major innovation driven through M&A
Corps great at going to market

But remember, employees are very busy
Is helping a founder part of their performance review?

Some corporations
create in-house studios

Partnering Advantages
Founders can leverage your supply chain
Founders can sell to your existing clients
Founders can work with your employee experts

Voice of Potential Customer

Co-creation

Idea is 28% of the success

VC will take equity in studio
Get first look at early ventures

Who in marketplace will
care if you are successful

Some will build ventures from scratch
Some will partner on ideas with large cap

Some will back early stage founders

Studio has repeatable processes
Supplies institutional co-founders

Has financial resource at fingertips
Provides mentoring and guidance

Reserve a small percent of equity
Can buy/sell them internally

Leadership can also give them for performance

Build + capital

Studios become masters of pattern recognition
Can help founder navigate and avoid potholes

Studio has FTEs ready to work with founder
Outsource the running of the operation

Studio is very good at getting founders
through the trough of sorrow

Time

Trough of Sorrow

Design
Engineering
Marketing
Finance
Operations

Minimize gross & net burn
Set the funding “gates”
Slow premature scaling

I want high support without 
giving up 30%+ equity

Best of VC + studio
Fund the venture
Support it in key areas

Don’t need to start from scratch
Studios may embrace hybrid
Support more founders
Leverage the playbook

Self-service sourcing
and preselection
models using AI

Use social media to find innovators
Hunt for good ideas and thought leaders

Invite innovators to consider being founders

can focus on opportunity zones

Diversity-focus can be baked into the machine models

Solution: VC + fractional execs
Outsourced to founders
Work and paid for by VC fund

$150K-$200K Fortune 500 senior managers
Divide their time between startups

These are top notch, corporate and aggressive
Performance at startups tied to comp

Metric is to advance startup to alpha stage

Help define problem & solution
Define value proposition

Define competitive advantage

Start with visionary customers
Cross the chasm
Then pragmatic customers
Finally mass market success

BD should filter all outside feedback
Founders only listen to BD for market input

Founders will be confused
by the variety of direct feedback Suppliers

Partners
Distributors
Disrupters
R&D

If founder high ROI is not achieved,
corp will just absorb the startup
[i.e. intrapreneurs hip ]

Growth at a reasonable price
Policies and practices

Performance improvement

Step One: Launch a Hybrid VC Fund
Seed stage, 50 startups

Step Two: Hunt, source and evaluate startups
Seed stage, 50-100 startups
Goal is to hand off to an alpha investor
Startups are selected based on alpha potential

Step Two: Contribute Fractional Executives
Not advisors, but work as FTEs for VC fund
Each founder gets 20% of their time per week
Founders get “tokens” of equity for performance

Step Three: Mandate reporting and transparency
Monthly use of investor relations software (i.e. Angelspan)
Reporting done by founder, fractionals and key employees

Step Four: Make attractive for alpha investment
Seed VC helps pitch the good startups to alpha investors
Seed VC does not double down, shares get diluted in alpha
Seed VC can exit at alpha or hold shares for beta/IPO/future exit

Employees

Physical workspace
Open duration

Mentoring/Training
Fee-based payment

Passive investor

Help with build, but not direct investment

Optimize portfolio approach
Qualitative venture filtering

Don’t over think it
Right timing & execution

High wealth individuals will invest
But there has to be an emotional hook

More wealth goes 
to nonprofit than towards

funding innovation

Would greatly benefit
from machine models

Stage
Sector

Geography
Timing

Risk

Seed and be ok with dilution
Ideal portfolio size = 50

Market share is #1 driver

Market leader: 50% chance of ROI
Challenger: 35% of ROI
Also ran: 10% chance of ROI

Ability to source/access deals is huge hurdle
Ability to select is a long process
Ability to provide ongoing support time consuming

2.5% of U.S. ventures drive 100% of the industry’s profits

90% chance of an
outlier (high ROI)

Multiple seed investors good
Share the ongoing support load

Resist doubling down
Higher upside if new investors

enter in later funding rounds

Seed round shapes startup into a
firm that will attract new investors

Investor relations
for startups

Track data over time
Report good and bad
Proper cadence
No shaping narrative

Founder
Master Class

Prepares founder to transfer to
CEO duties as company grows
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Studio moves fast!

Risk/reward ratio smaller
But greater chance of reward

30% better chance of success
using a venture studio

But they want a quick exit

Define target customer
Evaluate adjacent markets

Understand the competition

Support

Accelerator

Venture Capital

Venture Studio

Corporate Studio

Fractional execs are diverse

SalesProduct

Team &
Culture

Operational
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Technology
and Engineering CEO
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and Vision

Cash


